
Making Singular Nouns Plural
1. Choose the correct plural noun to fit in the spaces.
  
a) Milly took all the     out of the box and put them away.

hat    hats          hates

b) Tahir’s     started falling out when he was six.

tooth    tooths          teeth

c) My grandpa loves to eat fresh      .

tomatos   tomatoes            tomaties

d) Some people say that cats have nine     .

lives	 	 	 	 lifes	 	 	 	 lifi

2. Draw arrows to match these singular nouns to their plurals.

mouse                              feet

wife                               mice

foot                              babies

sheep                              fungi

fungus                             wives

scissors                             handcuffs

handcuff                             sheep

baby                              scissors
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Making Singular Nouns Plural
1. Choose the correct plural noun to fit in the spaces.
  
a) Milly took all the hats out of the box and put them away.

b) Tahir’s teeth started falling out when he was six.

c) My grandpa loves to eat fresh tomatoes.

d) Some people say that cats have nine lives.

2. Draw arrows to match these singular nouns to their plurals.

mouse                              feet

wife                               mice

foot                              babies

sheep                              fungi

fungus                             wives

scissors                             handcuffs

handcuff                             sheep

baby                              scissors



Making Singular Nouns Plural
Make this set of singular nouns plural and put them in the right group on the next page.

mice tomatoes

knives dice

people feet

churches cacti

boxes daisies

chairs boats

lives elves

sheep memos

teeth gardens

fungi dominoes

babies fish



Making Singular Nouns Plural

Add -s

chairs
boats

gardens

Add -es

boxes
churches

Change the 
entire word

mice
people
teeth
feet
dice

Ends in ‘o’? Add 
-s or -es

memos
tomatoes
dominoes

Don’t change a 
thing

sheep
fish

Drop ‘f’ or ‘fe’ and 
add -ves

knives
lives
elves

Drop ‘y’ and add 
-ies

babies
daisies

Drop ‘us’ and add 
-i

fungi
cacti


